
Encouraging Flexible Thinking

A game for 2-6 players

Purpose of the Game:
Ready, Set, Respond is a game designed to help understand the different reactions we
have to difficult situations and how our responses affect those around us.

Before You Play:
1. Download the Response cards, Situation cards, spinner. Carefully cut out the

Response cards and Situation cards.
2. Place the Response cards and the Situation cards facing down on the playing

surface.
3. Decide who will be the leader first.
4. The leader deals 5 Response cards to each player.

How to Play:
1. The leader picks the top card from the Situation card pile and reads it to the

group.
2. The leader chooses a response category by spinning a pencil on the spinner and

selecting the category the pencil points to (or by simply dropping a coin on the
spinner and choosing the category the coin lands on). The leader then reads the
type of response to the group.

3. The other players look at their cards and place the response they think is best
face down in a pile on the table.

4. The leader collects the Response cards (without noting who put down which
card) and reads them to the group.

5. The leader discusses why each response might be a good response to this
situation and picks the response he or she thinks is the very best.

6. The player who put down that card is the winner of this round and receives the
Situation card.

7. Each player picks another Response card from the pile (players should always
have 5 cards).

8. The player seated to the left of the first leader is now the leader and play
continues.

9. The first player to receive 5 Situation cards is the winner.

Example Round:
 The leader picks the Situation card that says: Your teacher says, “Please stay

after class”.
 The spinner lands on: Most selfish response.
 The other players put down cards that say: Ask why; ignore; and refuse.



 The leader might tell the group that asking why is not a selfish response because
it is okay to ask teachers for explanations. Ignoring the teacher is rude and might
make the teacher angry. But refusing to stay after class is the most selfish
because you are doing what you want to do rather than what the teacher asks.

 The leader asks who put down the refuse card.
 The player who put down the refuse card wins the round and receives the

Situation card.

Notes:
 When the spinner lands on Spinners Choice the leader can pick any of the

categories from the spinner (or make up one of their own).
 This game comes with blank Situation and Reaction cards. You can use a pencil

to add your own situations and responses. If you do not want to use them,
remove the blank cards from the deck before you play.

 It is important to remind players that there are no right or wrong answers. The
purpose of the game is to have open discussion.

 Sometimes players may not have a card in their hand that fits the situation. In
those cases, players can put down the card that is closest to how they would
react. Or they can just put down a card they want to get rid of.

 Players are encouraged to explain why they put down the card they chose. The
leader can listen to the explanation and consider it when selecting the best
response.

 Some of the Situation cards are YIKES! Cards. These cards have situations that are
funny or uncomfortable. They add some humor (and reality) to the game.






























